When Wine Enters, Sense Leaves¹:
A Case For Why the Three-Tier System’s Regulations
Stir Competition, Boost Diversity, and Protect Consumers

I. INTRODUCTION

Thomas Jefferson reportedly proclaimed that “[b]y making this wine vine known to the public, I have rendered my country as great a service as if I had enabled it to pay back the national debt.”² Though the United States does not share the drinking culture of its European counterparts—for whom alcoholic consumption is a basic, lightly regulated, and innocuous part of daily life³—the American market for alcohol is certainly as considerable as Jefferson suggested. The market for American beer alone is nearly a hundred-billion-dollar industry.⁴ In 2012, the craft brewers who constitute ninety-eight percent of the American brewing industry⁵ saw a growth of fifteen percent in volume and seventeen percent in retail dollars.⁶ With 4,000 wineries today, the U.S. wine market has grown six-fold since the 1960s⁷ and is estimated to generate over forty billion dollars annually.⁸

These impressive figures would be very problematic to modern American society, if not for careful regulation. Earlier in American history, after all, periods of growth in the alcohol market brought about immense ills to society. These ills prompted the Abolition Movement and, eventually, the Eighteenth Amendment’s nationwide prohibition of all alcohol production, transportation, and sale.⁹ Much of the blame for these social ills falls on the rise of so-called “tied houses,” which were large firms that controlled the alcohol industry’s three key sectors—production, distribution, and retail.¹⁰
Seizing monopolies of the key industries helped tied houses stifle competition and diversity in three ways: first, by allowing pubs to sell only the controlling firm’s alcoholic products; second, by encouraging retailers to promote excess consumption; and third, by incubating alcohol-related social ills, such as prostitution, gambling, and alcoholism. The rise of American tied houses is hardly unique to the American alcohol market. In fact, the rise of American tied houses came hand-in-hand with the rise of tied houses in Britain, where just six tied-house breweries dominated the entire British beer industry.

The Twenty-First Amendment ended the Prohibition Era in 1933, and provided states with the power to regulate the production, distribution, sale, and consumption of alcohol within their boundaries. John D. Rockefeller Jr. commissioned scholars Raymond B. Fosdick and Albert L. Scott to help state legislators forge a path into the world of alcohol regulation. Fosdick and Scott concluded that states should either run state monopolies over their share in the alcohol market, or license the sale and distribution of alcohol in a manner that creates wholesalers who can stand between brewers and retailers. Nearly every U.S. state adopted the latter option, thus creating Fosdick and Scott’s proposed “three-tier system.”

Subject to certain enumerated exceptions, the three-tier system prohibits the production, distribution, and retail sectors of the alcohol market from commingling. Alcohol production companies include distillers, vintners, wineries, and breweries like the Boston Beer Company and the Stone Brewing Company. These production companies must sell to wholesalers and distributors, such as the Southern Wine and Spirits of America and the Union Beer Distributors, who in turn sell to myriad retail
centers. Wholesalers and distributors sell the alcohol to retailers, which are locally licensed centers that include bars, restaurants, liquor stores, drug stores, and grocery stores. In a state that adheres strictly to the three-tier model, members of the general public only interact with and purchase alcohol from retailers. Depending on the licensing agreement, retail centers sell some or all types of alcohol for consumption on the premises and/or off the premises.

In *Granholm v. Heald*, the U.S. Supreme Court described the nearly century-old three-tier system as “unquestionably legitimate.” As such, the Twenty-First Amendment will likely continue governing the three-tier system for the foreseeable future. Nevertheless, three factors are increasingly challenging the promise and power of the three-tier system. First, European states are complaining that in comparison to the light alcohol regulation throughout Europe, the American three-tier system is anti-competitive and stifles diversity by increasing alcohol prices. Second, recent years have also seen a spike in the number of state legislatures that now permit direct shipments of wine from producers to consumers, or that now permit breweries to hold ownership in two of the three tiers. A total of thirty-six states have enacted a self-distribution exception to the three-tier system. And third, the Federal Trade Commission recently took a strong stance against the three-tier system, accusing it of limiting consumer options, increasing the price of alcoholic beverages, and impacting free trade with burdens that are insufficiently justified by the moral concerns of temperance and the regulatory concerns of tax collection.

The European Union, American state legislatures, and the U.S. Federal Trade Commission are certainly powerful forces, but their attacks on the three-tier system are
unfounded, and at times outright incorrect. Section Two of this Essay demonstrates how the three-tier system not only fosters competition, but fosters *fair* competition among and within the tiers in the three-tier system. In Section Three, this Essay then overviews what the three-tier system does to increase the number and diversity of new products available to consumers. And in Section Four, this Essay argues that the three-tier system works well to protect consumers and the public, particularly in comparison to the alternative model of allowing consumers to purchase alcohol directly from distributors.

II. THE THREE-TIER SYSTEM FOSTERS FAIR COMPETITION AMONG PRODUCERS, WHOLESALERS, AND RETAILERS

Where unfair competition stifles the marketplace, fair competition lies at the heart of a strong, free market. Indeed, fair competition is an essential element of the market process. This Section explores the three-tiered system’s effect on competition among the producers, wholesalers, and retailers of alcoholic products, and its effect on keeping this competition fair.

A) The Three-Tier System’s Effect on Competition Among Producers

Under the three-tier system, producers cannot take for granted that retail stores will accept their products. The three-tier system restricts producers to interacting with wholesalers, which empowers smaller beer brands and ensures that all brewers can compete on level ground. With wholesalers standing between producers and retailers, producers must compete with other producers to create products that are outstanding and
meet consumer demands instead of the producer’s sales desires. In striking contrast to the inefficient and corrupt monopolies that characterized the tied house era, the three-tier system’s imposition of mandatory wholesalers into the alcohol market has created an industry that employs over 92,000 Americans who work in 2,000 wholesalers. Tied houses relied on the quality of their inside connections, but the size and strength of the wholesalers under our three-tier system helps ensure that producers must rely on the quality of their product.

The existence of independent wholesalers has further leveled the field among producers by sharpening retailer abilities. Wholesalers stockpile alcoholic supplies, thus allowing retailers to greatly reduce inventory costs for their products in general and especially for their perishable products, like beer. Producers must therefore sell their products while keeping in mind that retailers under the three-tier system are not distracted by logistical concerns about stockpiles and maintaining an ongoing relationship with the producer. Instead, the three-tier system has enabled retailers to make purchasing choices based entirely on free market demand and the quality of the product.

Though critics describe the addition of an independent distributor as inefficient and costly, many scholars find that adding an independent distributor to the process actually makes the flow of goods to retailers more efficient. This increased efficiency comes from the fact that the addition of an independent distributor forces producers to sell their goods by contracting with wholesalers, which in turn allows retailers to “pick and choose from one (or a few) wholesale vendors with diverse product portfolios.” Removing distributors from the picture would mean that retailers would be “approached by a multitude of different producers…Especially amongst smaller establishments,
working with distributors could not only be preferable, but also easier and more efficient than dealing directly with producers.”

Critics of the three-tier system may also claim that regulations hamper competition, but it is difficult to deny the anti-competitive effect of the three-tier system’s primary alternative, namely: self-distribution. Direct sales put small producers at a distinct disadvantage because major retailers will always prefer to buy cheaply in bulk. Large producers like Costco have the resources to offer bulk sales that undercut even the best prices from their smaller competitors. Further, producers allowed to control their wholesalers can and will “wield their financial clout to stifle competition.” For instance, when a Texas law exempted “marine mammal attractions” from its three-tier system, detractors were quick to point out that Anheuser-Busch InBev happened to own SeaWorld. Of course, Anheuser-Busch InBev excluded all competing alcohol producers from SeaWorld. But as one scholar observed with no lack of dry sarcasm, “In order for there to be competition there must be more than one competitor.”

B) The Three-Tier System’s Effect on Competition Among Wholesalers

The three-tier system’s wholesale industry also fosters competition among wholesalers. With 92,000 Americans working in 2,000 wholesaler companies, the three-tier system single-handedly created an entire industry of wholesalers who must compete against one another to distribute the finest products in the most affordable and efficient manner. A wholesaler that fails to outperform its competing wholesalers will find itself unable to find retail customers. This free market feedback will shut down
wholesalers that behave like tied houses, while helping the rest of the wholesalers and
their employees to perfect their business practices.

Critics of the three-tier system often voice suspicions that the creation of a
wholesaler industry has hampered competition by increasing the price of alcohol. These
critics point to the European model of light regulations as a cheaper and therefore more
competitive alternative. This debate about regulation, self-distribution, and
competitiveness received a case study in the form of Washington State’s Initiative 1183,
also known as the “Costco Initiative.” On its passage, the Costco Initiative closed and
sold all state liquor stores, licensed distributors, and retailers. Unsurprisingly, the state’s
small distributors found themselves unable to compete with the kind of bulk pricing
offered by their larger counterparts. And though proponents of the initiative claimed
that liquor store prices would fall because of increases in competition, alcohol prices
actually increased when the Costco Initiative relaxed liquor regulations. This anti-
competitive increase in prices is “partially due to the increase in licensing and regulatory
fees that retailers and distributors must pay to the government.”

The three-tier system presents several advantages over the alternative of
European-style, laissez-faire regulation, but the three-model system is not without its
flaws. Even under the three-tier system, alcohol producers and wholesaler are able to
offer financial assistance to retailers, so long as the assistance is not so great as to
constitute “ownership.” Instead of seeking to ease the anti-competitive process of self-
distribution, then, state legislatures should focus on bolstering the three-tier system’s
protections. Florida’s Tied House Evil Law illustrates an excellent model of a law that
forbids producers and wholesalers from assisting, and retailers from accepting, financial assistance, so that producers and wholesalers do not attempt to control retailer behavior.\textsuperscript{50}

\textbf{C) The Three-Tier System’s Effect on Fair Competition Among Retailers}

Critics correctly note that three-tier market regulation does, in fact, stifle some competition. For example, while grocery producers “routinely pay slotting allowances to get shelf space in the chain supermarkets…, [w]ineries have been shielded from this type of legal bribery because of the three-tier protections.”\textsuperscript{51} Thus, the three-tier system restrains the ability of large retailers to exercise their massive purchasing power and unfairly stifle competition.\textsuperscript{52} But stifling this kind of unfair competition, in turn, \emph{increases} the level of fair competition among products because it enables smaller brands to maintain a presence in the market.

The three-tier system’s multiple layers of licensing and labeling obligations helps ensure that the producers, wholesalers, and retailers of alcohol compete in a manner that serves and adjusts to consumer interests, instead of serving and adjusting to big business interests.\textsuperscript{53} Consumer demand is, after all, “the engine that drives competition between manufacturers, distributors and retailers.”\textsuperscript{54} The transparent distribution organization that the three-tier system puts in place is fully accountable to local, state, and federal authorities, “with records of each delivery and sale, [and protections for] consumers against counterfeiting and tainted products.”\textsuperscript{55}

A loose web of self-distributors that come and go, on the other hand, will certainly be difficult to track. The self-distribution alternative also implicates significant
consumer rights issues. The foremost consumer rights issue would be that by putting the seller’s accountability in question, self-distribution leaves the consumer unnecessarily vulnerable to exploitation.\textsuperscript{56} The three-tier system’s accountability deters companies from trying to obtain an unfair competitive edge by deliberately tainting their product or ignoring the sanitary conditions of their product. The three-tier system also ensures that companies are able to swiftly recall products upon learning that they may be potentially contaminated. The threat of contaminated alcohol products is no academic matter. Some alcoholic products, such as hoppy India pale ales, are perishable and especially sensitive to going rancid if exposed to light and heat.\textsuperscript{57} For instance, in 2008 the Labatt Brewing Company issued a voluntary recall of eighty-six cases of potentially contaminated beer in Michigan.\textsuperscript{58} Because a strong regulatory system was in place to ensure accountability, the cases were pinpointed within hours of the recall and removed from store shelves within days.\textsuperscript{59}

Keeping the marketplace for alcohol well-regulated and competitive ensures that its producers, wholesalers, and retailers hone their skills while the marketplace itself continues to stay in touch with the needs and desires of consumers.\textsuperscript{60} The multilayered levels of competition fostered by the three-tier system’s regulations will improve not only the competitors and consumers themselves, but also the diversity of the alcoholic market that lies at the heart of this matter.
III. The Three-Tier System Increases the Market’s Diversity of Participants, Products, and Possibilities

A) Comparing the U.S. Alcohol Market with its European Counterpart

Recent years have seen a sharp rise in the number of participants under the three-tier system—producers, wholesalers, and retailers alike. As mentioned earlier, the number of wineries has risen six-fold since the 1960s. The American beer landscape began its sharp diversification in 1982, with the convergence of homebrewing, commercial craft beer, and the first Great American Beer Festival in Boulder, Colorado. The festival featured twenty-eight breweries and served thirty-five beers, but now features 600 breweries and serves nearly 3,000 beers. Over 2,300 craft breweries exist in the United States today, which puts the majority of Americans within ten miles of a brewery. Such statistics are made all the more impressive by the fact that the 13.2 million barrels of beer sold by these brewers amounts to only six percent of the overall American beer market.

The boom in growth reflects long-term, thirty-year trends, but also year-by-year trends in some states. Indiana’s brewery count doubled between 2004 and 2010, for instance. North Carolina’s current count of eighty-two breweries also marks an increase of 200 percent from its forty-six breweries in 2009. Craft breweries like the Boston Beer Company, which makes the Samuel Adams line of beers, have experienced astonishing growth since their founding in the 1980s. This steady growth has led to a domino effect in which macro-breweries are now creating craft brands of their own, further diversifying the alcohol market’s number of participants and products alike.
By contrast, the alcohol market is struggling in many European states. Scholars have found that liberal self-distribution oversaturates a market to the point of turning away customers, and they point to Germany as a case study of oversaturation.\textsuperscript{70} Despite Germany’s exceptionally lax alcohol regulations, German breweries have consolidated, jobs have been lost, and output has reached a level just \textit{half} of the American beer output.\textsuperscript{71} Germany is also home to the “purity law” that seeks to maintain the high quality of German beer by restricting its ingredients.\textsuperscript{72} This has cooled the very kind of diversity, innovation, and experimentation that is increasingly characterizing the American beer market.\textsuperscript{73}

It is self-evident that retailers prefer to stock a selection of products that are new and diverse.\textsuperscript{74} After all, it maximizes profits to ensure that every person who walks into a retail center can find a product worth purchasing. But arguments in favor of the three-tier system need not merely appeal to common sense and self-evidence observations. Appeals to the statistics seem to indicate that the three-tier system, especially in comparison to the performance of its laissez-faire counterpart, increases diversity in the marketplace for alcohol.

B) The Wholesaler-Retailers Interaction Increases the Diversity of Products

The three-tier system compels retailers to interact with wholesalers. Competition is built into this interaction, because each wholesaler’s product portfolio carries a number of products from a number of producers.\textsuperscript{75} By contrast, in the self-distribution model the producers directly approach retailers and therefore greatly reduce the retailers’ range of
options. Without extensive regulation, the market’s larger producers will almost certainly exercise their massive purchasing power to buy shelves in a retailer’s store, create exclusivity deals with wholesalers and retailers, and in various new and creative ways block out as much competition as they can afford. In turn, these forms of exclusivity also block out the diversity of products that exist in the alcohol market. Some scholars point to the recent “Indiana beer price war” as a case in point of how a direct relationship between producers and retailers harms the diversity of the participants and products in the alcohol market, noting:

Indiana briefly allowed its beer distributors to sell anywhere in the state. In response, the major chain retailers went from distributor to distributor, negotiating the best price possible on large orders. In the end, the retailers were able to force prices so low that a number of the distributors wound up out of business. As a result, craft brewers who had relied on some of those distributors lost their access to the retail market. To save the industry from further collapse, the Indiana ATC promptly instituted a territory system, so that retailers could no longer play the distributors against each other, to the death.  

C) Regulation Boosts Possibilities by Encouraging Experimentation

By providing small alcohol producers with a voice that the unregulated market would drown out, the three-tier system allows and often encourages creative
experimentation among producers, wholesalers, and retailers. Some alcohol manufacturers make a name for themselves by constantly testing special-batch creations and unique ingredients. The Stone Brewing Company creates month-long campaigns for Imperial India Pale Ale, for instance. The Stone Brewing Company also offers unusually-flavored alcohol, such as its mint chocolate imperial stout and its coconut India pale ale. The Shmaltz Brewing Company experiments with unusual flavors as well, like pomegranate. The Shmaltz Brewing Company also distinguishes itself culturally by focusing on Judaism-themed marketing. Other companies have begun distinguishing themselves by using edible landscaping, or recycling spent grains into dog treats, compost, animal feed, and other products. Where self-distribution would reward conservative business practices and encourage the status quo, as it has done throughout Europe, the three-tier system’s regulations stir the intense kind of competition that compels businesses to constantly reinvent themselves, diversify, and branch out into uncharted territory in interesting and inventive ways.

IV. THE THREE-TIER SYSTEM’S TAXATION AND ENCOURAGEMENT OF MODERATION PROTECTS CONSUMERS OF ALCOHOL AND PUBLIC HEALTH

Though it has positive effects on competition and diversity in the marketplace for alcohol, the three-tier system’s crowning achievement comes from its ability to protect consumers and the public’s health. As one scholar put it, “[T]he Twenty-first Amendment left control to the states to determine a regulatory system with the idea that the state could better tackle the concerns that prompted Prohibition in the first place as well as the
unfortunate by-products of that era. States were now charged with the task of reducing, if not eliminating the abuse of alcohol consumption, eradicating all forms of lawlessness associated with the sale of alcohol that dominated the Prohibition era, and regulating alcohol within the state in an appropriate, efficient, and effective manner.”82 Indeed, encouraging temperance and ensuring orderly market conditions to protect consumers formed two of the main reasons behind creating the three-tier system in the first place.83 Lawmakers continue to defend the maintenance of the three-tier system with these two justifications.84 Today, scholars and lawmakers often also cite the promise of increased tax revenue as a third reason to continue the three-tier system.85 This third justification is not primarily a health-related concern, but taxation does help protect consumers and their health in many important ways.

A) The Health-Related Benefits of the Three-Tier System’s Alcohol Taxes

Taxation ensures that alcohol businesses produce a detailed paper trail, one that enables the government’s auditors to observe the amount of alcohol being produced and where it is being distributed. Meanwhile, the threat of an audit—in other words, the threat of being accountable—encourages those in the alcohol business to report their actions accurately and withstand the market’s age-old temptations and pressures to encourage over-consumption and underage consumption.86

The retail end of the alcohol market is an especially important area in which to encourage compliance with the regulatory regime. After all, the retail store is the only stage in either a three-tier system or a self-distribution system where the business owners
and the consumers meet face-to-face. Through a face-to-face meeting, the business owner has the opportunity to decide whether or not to sell the product to a visibly intoxicated adult, underage minor, or some other category of person who could but should not be served. Without the tax-based incentive to self-monitor, retailers may turn a blind eye to who is consuming their alcohol and bring the alcohol marketplace back to tied-house era overindulgence. Direct shipments cannot verify a person’s level of intoxication or age as accurately, after all, as the direct shipment exchange is not an interpersonal exchange.

Taxation’s other health benefits include the fact that wholesalers who are accountable are also able and eager to recall rancid products, more quickly and efficiently than they would have if there were no tax-based regulations in place. These concerns about tainted or spoiled alcohol products are not imaginary concerns. The Czech Republic’s once relatively laissez-faire attitude with regards to alcohol regulation offers a useful example, as experts attribute that lack of regulation to the 2012 disaster in which tainted alcohol products laced with cheap, industrial-grade alcohol brought severe injuries, blindness, and over twenty-five fatalities to the republic. Additionally, the Czech Republic’s alcohol abuse rates are higher than those of its neighbors, who regulate alcohol more stringently. If the United States were to loosen regulations to reflect the loose regulations of the Czech Republic (which has strengthened alcohol regulations since the aforementioned health crisis), then the American public would be vulnerable to similar health scares and crises.
C) The Three-Tier System Encourages Moderation and Temperance

Though there is mixed evidence as to whether the three-tier system’s mandatory wholesalers and multiple levels of licensing actually raise alcohol prices, proponents would argue that increased alcohol prices are an important tool of discouraging over-indulgence. Of course, there is a certain irony to arguing in earlier sections that the three-tier system helps the alcohol market grow by encouraging competition and diversity, then arguing here that the three-tier system decreases alcohol consumption. The medical problems of alcohol abuse are well known today and they have been well-known for millennia, with some ancient authors summarizing the problem in a poetic, five-word observation: “When wine enters, sense leaves.” Given the danger of alcohol abuse, this irony is perhaps a dangerous one.

The best answer to this irony is that moderate alcohol use has its medical and social benefits as well. A competitive, diverse, and growing alcohol market would therefore not impose an unreasonable danger to consumers and the public, so long as the three-tiered regulations are in place. Introducing Prohibition-like regulations that seek to decrease the amount of alcohol being produced, sold, and consumed will in all likelihood be counterproductive. The reaction to prohibitionistic policies today, much like the reaction to Prohibition itself, would counter-productively increase the amount of alcohol consumption in society out of spite and libertarian defiance. Instead of combating societal demands, the three-tier system’s regulations channel the growth and innovation of the alcohol market into healthy alternatives, where that growth would otherwise endanger consumers and public health. The three-tier system, in that sense, balances the difficult
balance between under-regulating a socially sensitive product that is prone to abuse, on the one hand, and over-regulating that product to the point of destroying a vibrant part of the economy and, more importantly, provoking the overconsumption of alcohol among the population.

The three-tier system’s ability to protect consumers and public health is best evidenced by comparing its effects to the effects of its European counterpart. In the heavily regulated U.S. alcohol market, two-thirds of Americans drink alcohol, alcohol abuse is “responsible for 1 in 10 deaths among working-age adults aged 20-64 years”\(^{96}\), and ten to fifteen percent of Americans are at risk for abusing or depending on alcohol at some point in their lives.\(^{97}\) Unlike in the U.S., which focuses its alcohol regulation on state-level licensing\(^{98}\) and treats alcohol as a socially sensitive product, the European Union takes a tax-based approach to alcohol regulation and treats most types of alcohol like any other product.\(^{99}\) The European Commission Health Promotion Programme only names wine as an alcohol commodity, though it describes hops and cereal grains as “significant.”\(^{100}\) Member states of the E.U. rely on funding from the European Commission to regulate alcohol through public health programs and studies.\(^{101}\)

Where less than five percent of American males and under three percent of American females are heavy drinkers,\(^{102}\) the World Health Organization found that seven percent of the European adults surveyed were alcohol-dependent, and detected “probable alcohol abuse/dependence” in ten percent of participants.\(^{103}\) Germany is worth isolating, as it is known for its especially light regulations of alcohol consumption. Germans, for instance, may purchase and consume alcohol as early as age 14, and the country enforces no formal binding advertising laws.\(^{104}\) Germany is also a country in which alcohol is the
most commonly abused drug, where alcohol poisoning rates have increased by 100 percent from 2000 to 2009, and where a fifth of adult males and a tenth of adult females are heavy drinkers who exceed “safe use” guidelines. After the country cut the alcohol tax in 2004, studies found that German alcohol-related deaths increased. By contrast, studies indicate that increases in the price of alcohol in the U.S. reduced alcohol-related deaths among Americans.

V. CONCLUSION

For the sake of the marketplace’s competitiveness, diversity, and safety—that would be this Essay’s response to any concerns about whether the three-tier system is still necessary in the 21st Century. Talmudic scholars in the ancient world had already observed the dangers of alcohol consumption, stating that “[w]hen wine enters, sense leaves.” They nevertheless did not forbid alcohol. Instead, they encouraged moderation and crafted a system of careful regulations that incentivized moderation. Alcohol regulation is certainly nothing new. The early American colonies, imperial Rome, classical Greece, ancient Egypt, and even the Mesopotamian and Babylonian empires all passed regulations on the production, sale, and consumption of alcohol. The Code of Hammurabi took an especially strong stance on beer service, stating that tavern keepers who underserved patrons would face the punishment of death by drowning. Though the three-tier system does not impose death sentences, the long history of alcohol regulation indicates that the three-tier system’s regulations are not only nothing new, but are in fact standing on the knife’s edge of the cumulated wisdom and efforts that stretch back to the dawn of human civilization.
Unlike the self-distribution model and the European laissez-faire model, the three-tier system’s regulations that characterize modern American alcohol policy spur fair competition throughout the marketplace, while also spurring fair competition among producers, wholesalers, and retailers. In turn, this competition helps bring to the marketplace a tremendous diversity of participants, products, and even possibilities, all while the diversity of the European alcohol market is steadily decreasing. Lastly, the three-tier system’s effect on taxes and moderation protects consumers from exploitation and serves the health of the public. The three-tier system is a uniquely American enterprise, and it continues to set the standard for other nations that are struggling to walk the fine line between dangerously under-regulating their alcohol market, on the one hand, and counter-productively overregulating their alcohol market on the other hand.
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